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Considering
Understanding
Time,
Risk,Risk,
and Cost
ConsideringeDiscovery
eDiscoveryOptions?
Options?
Understanding
Time,
and Cost
Balancing
time, risk,
risk, and
and cost
cost in
in the
the conduct
conduct of
of electronic
electronic discovery
Balancing time,
discovery continues
continues to
to be
be one
one of
of the
thegreatest
greatestchallenges
challenges faced
faced by
by

legal
professionals today.
today. Technology
laws which
which further
further define
legal professionals
Technology advances,
advances, laws
define electronically
electronically stored
stored information
information(ESI),
(ESI), and
and

current
to increase
increase both
both the
the importance
importance and
and complexity
complexity of
of meeting
of “balance”.
“balance”.
current economic
economic conditions
conditions all
all serve
serve to
meeting this
this challenge
challenge of
With
of evaluating
With this
this balance
balance in
in mind,
mind, how
how does
does one
one best
best approach
approach the
the conduct
conduct of
of the
the key
key electronic
electronic discovery
discovery tasks
tasks of
evaluating

(analytics),
processing, and
andreviewing
reviewingESI
ESIininpreparation
preparationfor
foruse
usediscovery
discoveryand
andpossible
possiblelitigation?
litigation? To
To get
get to
to the
the answer
answer of
of the
the
(analytics), processing,

best
approach, it
it seems
reasonablethat
that one
one would
would first
first define
define the
that make
make time,
time, risk
risk and
and cost
cost important
important and
then
best approach,
seems reasonable
the issues
issues that
and then

view
factors through
used in
in the
the conduct
conduct of
of electronic
today.
view these
these factors
through the
the lens
lens of
of the
the typical
typical approaches
approaches used
electronic discovery
discovery today.

Time:
Time: The
The Need
Need for
for Speed
Speed
The
ability of
of legal
professionals to
to quickly
quickly gain
gain an
anunderstanding
understandingof
ofpotential
potential evidence
evidence isisof
of paramount
paramount importance
importance ifif they
they
The ability
legal professionals

want
the initiative
initiative in
want to
to seize
seize the
in the
the conduct
conduct of
of litigation.
litigation. InInpractical
practicalterms,
terms,the
thequicker
quickeraalegal
legalteam
teamcan
cangain
gain an
an understanding
understanding
of
the quicker
quicker they
they can
can make
make early
early case
case assessments
assessmentsininrelation
relationto
to key
key questions
questions to
to include:
include:
of available
available ESI,
ESI, the

x Does
opposing
Doesit appear
it appearthat
that
opposingcounsel
counselhas
hasan
anevidential
evidentialbasis
basisfor
forpursuing
pursuing the
thecase?
case?

x What
type
of of
electronic
discovery
What
type
electronic
discoveryresources
resourceswill
willbe
beneeded
neededto
toconduct
conductaa complete
complete document
document review?
review?

x Based
26(f)i , iwhat
, what
timeline
requirements
for “Meet
Confer”
Basedon
onFRCP
FRCP 26(f)
areare
thethe
timeline
requirements
for “Meet
and and
Confer”
preparation?
preparation?
x Based
Basedononpotential
potentialevidence
evidenceand
andresource
resourcerequirements,
requirements,will
willititbe
bemore
morecost
cost effective
effective to
to settle
settle or
or pursue?
pursue?
By
quickly being
being able
able to
to answer
answer these
these questions,
questions, legal
legal teams
teamscan
cangain
gainthe
the“litigation
“litigation high
ground” and
By quickly
high ground”
and ensure
ensure they
they are
are making
making

informed
early as
as possible
possibleininthe
thelitigation
litigation process
process–- thus
thusensuring
ensuringeconomy
economyofofeffort
effort without
without
informed client
client recommendations
recommendations as
as early
sacrificing
the ability
is prepared
prepared to
to
sacrificing the
ability to
toachieve
achieve aa desired
desired outcome.
outcome. Understanding
Understandingofofavailable
availableESI
ESIcan
can also
also ensure
ensure counsel
counsel is

proactively
the direction
direction of
during the
the federally
federally mandated
mandated “Meet
“Meet and
proactively shape
shape the
of handling
handling ESI
ESI during
and Confer”
Confer” process.
process.
Traditional
in 2-3
2-3 weeks,
weeks, however
however new
new
Traditional electronic
electronicdiscovery
discoveryapproaches
approachestypically
typicallycan
canprovide
provideaalegal
legalteam
teamaccess
access to
toESI
ESI in
ii
approaches
canprovide
provide
access
to in
ESI
as as
early
approaches can
access
to ESI
as in
early
2-3 as
days .
2-3 daysii.

Risk:
Risk: More
More than
thanaa Board
Board Game
Game
Litigation
on the
the intricacies
intricacies of
of
Litigation is
is inherently
inherently rife
rifewith
withrisk,
risk,and
andthe
thecomplexity
complexityofofdiscovery
discoveryofofESI
ESI only
onlyincreases
increases this
this risk
risk based
based on

digital
related law.
law. Managing
Managing this
this complexity
complexity
digital data,
data, the
the continually
continually growing
growing volume
volumeof
ofdata
dataavailable,
available, and
and evolving
evolving ESI
ESI related
requires
understanding of
risk in
in relation
relation to
requires an
an understanding
of what
what is
is an
an acceptable
acceptable risk
to the
the time
timeavailable
available and
and the
the financial
financial resources
resources available.
available.
In
determining acceptable
are:
In determining
acceptable risk,
risk, three
three of
of the
thekey
key concerns
concerns of
of legal
legal professionals
professionals are:

x WillWill
thethe
electronic
discovery
approach
electronic
discovery
approachreduce
reducethe
therisk
riskofofmissing
missingpotentially
potentiallyresponsive
responsive documents?
documents?

x WillWill
thethe
electronic
discovery
technologies
electronic
discovery
technologiesused
usedminimize
minimizerisks
risksassociated
associated with
with the
the transfer
transfer of
of data
data between
between
organizations
and platforms?
platforms?
organizations and

x Will
thethe
electronic
discovery
effort
bebe
conducted
Will
electronic
discovery
effort
conductedininaalegally
legallydefensible
defensible manner?
manner?
"The
to be
be taken
taken from
from O'Keefe,
Equity Analytics,
Analytics, and
and this
this opinion
opinion is
that when
"The message
message to
O'Keefe, Equity
is that
when parties
partiesdecide
decide to
touse
use aa particular
particularESI
ESI

search
and retrieval
retrieval methodology,
methodology, they
aware of
of various
various
search and
they need
need to
to be
be aware
of the
the literature
literaturedescribing
describingthe
thestrengths
strengthsand
andweaknesses
weaknesses of
iii Judge Paul Grimm, District of Maryland
methodologies."iii
methodologies." Judge
Paul Grimm, District of Maryland Judge
Judge
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In
viewing traditional
traditional electronic
and with
with these
considerations in
in mind,
mind, itit appears
appears that
that time
time
In viewing
electronicdiscovery
discovery approaches
approaches and
these risk
risk considerations
available
and financial
financial resources
resources determine
determine the
the level
risk. However,
available and
level of
of acceptable
acceptable risk.
However, newer
newer electronic
electronicdiscovery
discovery approaches
approaches can
can
reduce
of missing
potentially responsive
reduce the
the risk
risk of
missing potentially
responsive documents,
documents, conduct
conduct the
the entire
entireprocess
process in
in aa legally
legally defensible
defensible manner,
manner, and
and

also
do these
these things
things in
in the
the most
most time
time efficient
efficient and
effective manners.
also do
and cost
cost effective
manners.

Cost:
Me the Money
Cost: Show Me
The
economics of
of electronic
electronic discovery
discovery are
are such
suchan
animportant
important factor
factor in
The economics
in litigation
litigationthat,
that,ininsome
somecases,
cases, they
they may
may drive
drive counsel
counsel

recommendations
asmuch,
much,ififnot
notmore,
more,than
thanthe
theactual
actualevidentiary
evidentiaryposition
positionof
ofthe
theclient.
client. Additionally,
on the
the current
current
recommendations as
Additionally, based
based on
economic
conditions worldwide,
significantly impacted
impacted financially
financially and
and while
while
economic conditions
worldwide, many
many law
law firms
firms and
and corporations
corporations have
have been
been significantly
litigation
in the
the number
number of
of
litigationrelated
relatedtotothe
thefinancial
financialcrisis
crisismay
maybe
beon
onthe
therise,
rise, there
thereisis also
also aa corresponding
corresponding decrease
decrease in
iv
discretionary
litigationefforts
effortsdue
duetoto
cost
constraints.iv
With
economic
importance
in mind,
legal professionals
discretionary litigation
cost
constraints.
With
thisthis
economic
importance
in mind,
legal professionals
not only
not
only
want
at the
the lowest
lowest monetary
monetary cost
want to
to but
butneed
need to
tobe
be able
able to
to conduct
conduct as
as thorough
thorough electronic
electronic discovery
discovery effort
effort as
as possible
possible at
cost
possible.
the financial
include:
possible. Key
Key questions
questions needing
needing to
to be
be considered
considered when
when evaluating
evaluating the
financial factor
factor of
of electronic
electronic discovery
discovery may
may include:

x Based
onon
time
requirements
and
congruent with
with firm
firm
Based
time
requirements
andacceptable
acceptablerisk,
risk,what
whatisisthe
thebest
bestelectronic
electronicdiscovery
discovery approach
approach congruent
and
client financial
management objectives?
and client
financial resources
resources and
and cost
cost management
objectives?

x DoDo
wewe
have
thethe
electronic
discovery
systems
have
electronic
discovery
systemsand
andexpertise
expertiseininplace
placetotoconduct
conductthe
theelectronic
electronicdiscovery
discoverytasks
tasks using
using
the
approach congruent
congruent with
with client
the best
best electronic
electronic discovery
discovery approach
client financial
financial and
and cost
cost management
management objectives?
objectives?
v
vi
Traditional
electronicdiscovery
discovery
approaches
typically
can anywhere
cost anywhere
between
$40,000v
to $130,000vi
Traditional electronic
approaches
typically
can cost
between
$40,000
to $130,000
– exclusive- of
exclusive
of
attorney
of ESI.
ESI. However,
attorney review
reviewcosts
costs -–totoconduct
conductthe
thenecessary
necessaryelectronic
electronicdiscovery
discoverytasks
tasks on
on 100GB
100GB of
However, new
new approaches
approaches can
can
vii
cut
these
costs
significantly
as
they
can
perform
the
same
tasks
for
less
than
cut these costs significantly as they can perform the same tasks for less than $30,000 .
$30,000vii.

Through
an understanding
understanding of
of why
why the
the factors
factors of
of electronic
electronic discovery
are important,
important, we
Through an
factors of
of time,
time, risk,
risk, and
and costs
costs factors
discovery are
we can
can
now
now view
view these
these factors
factors through
through the
thelens
lens of
of two
twoofofthe
themost
mostcommonly
commonlyused
usedapproaches
approachesto
toelectronic
electronicdiscovery
discoveryas
as well
well as
as
view
view these
these factors
factors in
in relation
relation to
toone
oneof
ofthe
thenewer
newerapproaches
approacheswhich
whichisisgradually
graduallygaining
gaining acceptance.
acceptance.

Considering
Three
Different
Approaches
ConsideringeDiscovery
eDiscoveryOptions?
Options?
Three
Different
Approaches
While
in the
the market
market today,
to be
three generally
While there
there are
are numerous
numerous electronic
electronic discovery
discovery offerings
offerings available
available in
today, there
there appears
appears to
be three
generally

accepted
anddistinct
distinctapproaches
approaches
to the
conduct
of core
the core
electronic
discovery
- the
tasks conducted
accepted and
to the
conduct
of the
electronic
discovery
tasksviiitasksviii
– the tasks
conducted
after data
after
data
collection
and
prior
to
final
production.
These
three
different
approaches
consisting
of
two
traditional
approaches
collection and prior to final production. These three different approaches – consisting of two traditional approaches and
and one
one
newer
follows:
newer approach
approach -- are
are as
as follows:

x Approach
#1:#1:
Traditional
- Process
all all
ESI
TIFF
Approach
Traditional
- Process
ESItoto
TIFFand
andNative
Nativefor
forFull
FullLinear
Linearor
orConceptual
Conceptual Review.
Review.

x Approach
#2:#2:
Traditional
- Index,
Cull,
andand
Process
ESI
Approach
Traditional
- Index,
Cull,
Process
ESIfor
forNative
NativeororTIFF
TIFF Review.
Review.

x Approach
#3:
Cull,Conduct
Conduct1st1st
Pass
Issue-Based
Review,
and Process
Final
Approach
#3:Advanced
Advanced--Index,
Index, Cull,
Pass
Issue-Based
Review,
and Process
for Final for
Linear
Review.
Linear Review.
A
description of
and how
how they
they are
are typically
typically considered
considered to
to effect
effect the
factors of
of
A description
of these
these three
three approaches
approaches and
the time,
time, risk,
risk, and
and cost
cost factors

electronic
are provided
provided in
in the
the following
electronic discovery
discovery are
following paragraphs.
paragraphs.
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Traditional Method
everything, that
that is
is the
the question.”
question.”
Method #1:
#1: “To
“Toprocess
process everything or not
not to
to process
process everything,
Processing
all ESI
ESItotoTIFF
TIFFand
andNative
Nativeororextracting
extractingtext
textand
andmetadata
metadatafor
for aa TIFF
TIFFororNative
Nativefor
forfull
full linear
linear or
or concept
concept review
review is
one
Processing all
is one

of
1) that
that include:
include:
of the
the most
most traditional
traditionalofofelectronic
electronicdiscovery
discoveryapproaches
approachesand
and typically
typicallyconsists
consists of
of four
four key
key actions
actions (Figure
(Figure 1)

1.
Support
Manager
1. Litigation
Litigation
Support
Managerprovides
providesESI
ESItotothe
theteam/organization
team/organizationhandling
handlingESI
ESIprocessing.
processing.

2.
or Native
Native format.
format.
2. ESI
ESIisisprocessed
processed and
and converted
converted into
into either
eitherTIFF
TIFF or
3.
review system
in preparation
preparation for
for legal
team review.
review.
3. Processed
ProcessedESI
ESI is
is exported
exported and
and delivered
delivered to
to aa local
local or
or hosted
hosted review
system in
legal team

4.
for the
full linear
review.
4. Legal
LegalTeam
Teamprovided
providedaccess
access to
to local
local or
or hosted
hosted review
review system
system for
the conduct
conduct of
of aa full
linear or
or concept
concept review.
In
viewing these
actions through
through the
of time,
time, risk,
cost, this
this traditional
traditional approach
of
In viewing
these actions
the lens
lens of
risk, and
and cost,
approach to
to electronic
electronic discovery
discovery for
for 100GB
100GB of
ESI
canbe
becharacterized
characterized as
as follows:
follows:
ESI can

x Time
Requirement:
High
Delay
- Typically
greater
than
2-32-3
weeks
Time
Requirement:
High
Delay
- Typically
greater
than
weeks(high
(highdelay)
delay)before
beforelegal
legalteam
teamgets
getsaccess
access to
to data
data

for
formulation.
for strategy
strategy formulation.
x Risk
Factor:
Low
Risk
- Low
Risk
Factor:
Low
Risk
- Lowrisk
riskfactor
factorfor
forexecution
executionofofprocessing
processingand
and review,
review, however
however time
time requirements
requirements may
may
increase
litigation risk
increase litigation
risk and
and monetary
monetary cost
cost may
may create
create budgetary
budgetary challenges.
challenges.
1
x Monetary
Cost:
/Hosting100GB
100GB
data
typically
costs1
between
$56,700
Monetary
Cost:High
HighCost
Cost- -Processing
Processing /Hosting
of of
data
typically
costs
between
$56,700
(Native(Native
Review) and
Review)
and
$132,700 (TIFF
(TIFFReview)
Review)making
makingititthe
theleast
leastcost
costefficient
efficient of
of electronic
electronic discovery
discovery options.
options.
$132,700

Figure
Figure 11 –- Traditional
Traditional Electronic
Electronic Discovery
Discovery Approach
Approach #1
#1

1 @ $500/GB for Processing or $1,250/GB Conversion (TIFF) and $67/GB/Month
1
@ $500/GB for Processing or $1,250/GB Conversion (TIFF) and $67/GB/Month Hosting.
Hosting.
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Traditional
restless, where
where is
is the
the data,
data, is
is itit ready
ready yet?”
yet?”
Traditional Approach
Approach #2:
#2: “The
“TheLegal
Legal Team
Team is
is restless,
Indexing,
processing ESI
ESIfor
forNative
Nativeisisaacommon
commontraditional
traditional approach
approach to
to electronic
Indexing, culling,
culling, and
and processing
electronic discovery
discovery and
and takes
takes advantage
advantage

of
technologies to
to accomplish
four key
(Figure 2)
2) that
that include:
include:
of newer,
newer, more
more advanced
advanced discovery
discovery technologies
accomplish four
key actions
actions (Figure

1.
Support
Manager
1. Litigation
Litigation
Support
Managerprovides
providesESI
ESItotothe
theteam/organization
team/organizationhandling
handlingESI
ESIprocessing.
processing.

2.
into Native
Native format.
format.
2. ESI
ESIisisindexed,
indexed,culled,
culled, and
and processed
processed into
3.
is delivered
delivered to
to aa local
local or
or hosted
hosted review
review system
system in
in preparation
preparation for
for legal
team review.
review.
3. Processed
ProcessedororTIFFed
TIFFedESI
ESI is
legal team

4.
for the
the conduct
full linear
4. Legal
LegalTeam
Teamprovided
providedaccess
access to
to local
local or
or hosted
hosted review
review system
system for
conduct of
of aa full
linear review.
review.
In
viewing these
actions through
through the
of time,
time, risk,
cost, this
this traditional
traditional approach
In viewing
these actions
the lens
lens of
risk, and
and cost,
approach to
to electronic
electronic discovery
discovery can
can be
be
characterized
follows:
characterized as
as follows:

x Time
Requirement:
Moderate
Delay:
Typically
2 - 23 -weeks
(moderate
delay)
Time
Requirement:
Moderate
Delay:
Typically
3 weeks
(moderate
delay)before
beforelegal
legalteam
teamgets
getsaccess
access to data
data

for
for strategy
strategy formulation.
x Risk
Factor:
High
Risk:
risk
Risk
Factor:
High
Risk:High
High
riskfactor
factorasasvendors
vendorsconduct
conductkeyword
keywordsearching
searching with limited
limited input
input from
from client
client legal
legal
teams
teams -– thus
thussubstantially
substantiallyincreasing
increasing the
therisk
risk of
ofmissing
missing potentially
potentiallyresponsive
responsivedocuments
documentsas
as well
wellas
as decreasing
decreasing

defensibility
defensibility of
of the
thesearch
search process.
process.

x Monetary
Cost:
Cost:
with Indexing/Culling/Processing/Hosting
Indexing/Culling/Processing/Hosting
typically
Monetary
Cost:Moderate
Moderate
Cost:100GB
100GBinitial
initialdata
data set
set with
typically
costs2
costs2
$40,850 making
making itit more
more cost
cost efficient.
efficient.
$40,850

Figure
Figure 22 –- Traditional
Traditional Electronic
Electronic Discovery
Discovery Approach
Approach #2
#2

2 * @ $125/GB for Indexing/Culling, $500/GB for Processing and $67/GB/Month
2
* @ $125/GB for Indexing/Culling, $500/GB for Processing and $67/GB/Month Hosting.
Hosting.
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Advanced
Approach #3:
#3: “½
Advanced Approach
“½ the
theTime,
Time,½
½ the
the Cost,
Cost, Lower
Lower Risk”
Risk”
Indexing,
culling,conduct
conduct
issue-based
review,
and processing
final
linearis review
is an advanced
Indexing, culling,
of of
1st1st
passpass
issue-based
review,
and processing
for final for
linear
review
an advanced
approach to
approach
to
electronic
of the
electronic discovery
discovery and
and takes
takes advantage
advantage of
the latest,
latest, most
most advanced
advanced discovery
discovery technologies
technologies to
to accomplish
accomplish six
six key
key actions
actions
(Figure
3) that
that include:
include:
(Figure 3)

1.
Support
Manager
provides
review.
1. Litigation
Litigation
Support
Manager
providesESI
ESItotothe
theteam/organization
team/organizationhandling
handlingESI
ESIanalytics,
analytics,processing
processing and
and review.

2.
culledininpreparation
preparation
pass,
high-level,
issue-based
2. ESI
ESIisis indexed,
indexed, culled
forfor
a 1ast1st
pass,
high-level,
issue-based
review.
review.
st
1stpass,
pass,
high-level,
issued
based
review
is conducted
byteam.
3.
3. 1
high-level,
issued
based
review
is conducted
by legal
legal
team.
4.
in preparation
preparation for
4. Remaining
RemainingESI
ESIisis processed
processed in
for final
final review
review by
by the
the legal
legal team.
team.
5.
5. Processed
ProcessedESI
ESI isis delivered
delivered by
by to
to aa local
local or
or hosted
hosted review
review system.
system.
6.
6. Legal
LegalTeam
Teamprovided
providedaccess
access to
tolocal
localor
orhosted
hostedreview
reviewsystem
system for
forfull
fulllinear
linearreview
reviewwithin
within22toto33days
daysofofreceiving
receivingESI.
ESI.
In
viewing these
actions through
through the
follows:
In viewing
these actions
the lens
lens of
of time,
time, risk,
risk, and
and cost,
cost, this
this traditional
traditionalapproach
approachcan
can be
be characterized
characterized as
as follows:

x Time
Requirement:
No No
Delay
- Typically
2-3
days
(virtually
nono
delay)
Time
Requirement:
Delay
- Typically
2–3
days
(virtually
delay)before
beforelegal
legalteam
teamgets
getsaccess
access to
to data.
data.
x Risk
Factor:
Low
Risk
- Low
risk
asaslegal
Risk
Factor:
Low
Risk
- Low
riskfactor
factor
legalteam
teamcan
canassist
assistininsearch
searchterm
termscoping
scopingand
andsampling
sampling of
of data
dataas
as well
well as
as

conduct
the risk
risk of
of missing
missing potentially
potentially responsive
responsive documents
documents –conduct keyword
keyword searching
searching –- thus
thus substantially
substantially decreasing
decreasing the
with
to analytics
analytics –- thus
defensibility of
with access
access to
thus increasing
increasing defensibility
of the
thediscovery
discovery process.
process.

x Monetary
Cost:
Cost
initial data
dataset
setwith
withIndexing/Culling/Processing/Hosting
Indexing/Culling/Processing/Hosting
of data
typically
Monetary
Cost:Low
Low
Cost- -100GB
100GB initial
of data
typically
costs3
costs3
$21,742
making itit the
the most
most cost
cost effective
effective of
of available
available options
options and
and with
with reduced
reduced data
data for
for review
review substantially
substantially
$21,742 making
ix
reducing
reviewcosts
costs
which
easily
be over
the overall
of electronic
reducing review
which
cancan
easily
be over
70% 70%
of theofoverall
cost ofcost
electronic
discovery .
discoveryix.

Figure
Approach #3
Figure 33 –- Advanced
Advanced Electronic
Electronic Discovery
Discovery Approach
#3

3 @ $125/GB for Indexing/Culling, $350/GB for Processing and $80/GB/Month
3
@ $125/GB for Indexing/Culling, $350/GB for Processing and $80/GB/Month Hosting.
Hosting.
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Comparing
approaches?
A Time,
Risk,Risk,
and Cost
Comparison
Comparingthe
thedifferent
different
approaches?
A Time,
and Cost
Comparison
In
comparing the
the time,
considerations (Figure
(Figure 4)
4) for
for both
both traditional
traditional and
In comparing
time, risk,
risk, and
and cost
cost considerations
and advanced
advanced electronic
electronic discovery
discovery
approaches,
it appears
that while
clients the
the
approaches, it
appears that
while each
each approach
approach may
may have
have certain
certain advantages,
advantages, the
the advanced
advanced approach
approach provides
provides clients

best
capability to
to their
their data
data quickly,
quickly, with
with minimized
minimized risk,
risk, and
and the
best capability
to access
access to
the lowest
lowest cost.
cost.

Figure
Figure 44 –- Comparing
Comparing Electronic
Electronic Discovery
Discovery Approaches
Approaches

Conclusion:
Advances
Provide
More
Advanced
Approaches
Conclusion:Technological
Technological
Advances
Provide
More
Advanced
Approaches
One
of the
the biggest
concerns in
in handling
handling ESI
ESIisisthe
thecost
costas
aswell
wellasasthe
thefear
fearofofnot
notproperly
properly handling
handling electronically
electronically stored
stored
One of
biggest concerns

information
suffering embarrassment
embarrassment to
to corporate
corporate
informationand
and therefore
thereforehaving
having evidence
evidence thrown
thrown out
outinincourt
courtor
orfacing
facingsanctions
sanctions and
and suffering
clients.
to potential
the
clients. For
Forlegal
legalprofessionals
professionalsdesiring
desiring immediate
immediateaccess
access to
potential evidence
evidence at
at the
the lowest
lowestpossible
possible risk
risk and
and cost,
cost, the
advanced
approach to
to electronic
electronic discovery
appears to
to be
be the
the most
most effective
effective approach
advanced approach
discovery appears
approach for
for meeting
meeting electronic
electronic discovery
discovery needs
needs
as
it benefits
as it
benefits from
from technological
technologicaladvances
advances to
toaccelerate
acceleratethe
theelectronic
electronicdiscovery
discovery process
process and
and lowers
lowers risk
risk and
and cost.
cost.
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Epilogue:
eDiscovery
Platform
or Process?
Epilogue:Need
NeedananAdvanced
Advanced
eDiscovery
Platform
or Process?
Orange
Legal Technologies’
Technologies’OneO®
OneO®Discovery
DiscoveryPlatform
Platformprovides
providesdistinct
distinctand
andquantifiable
quantifiable advancements
advancements over
over current
current
Orange Legal

electronic
asitit isisone
oneof
ofthe
the only
only offerings
offerings in
in aa marketplace
marketplace of
of over
over 600
600 electronic
electronic discovery
discovery companies
companies that
that
electronic discovery
discovery services
services as

provides
all of
of the
the following
following capabilities
with in-house
proprietary technology:
provides all
capabilities with
in-house proprietary
technology:

x A Complete
Electronic
Discovery
Platform:
OneO®
can
of
A Complete
Electronic
Discovery
Platform:
OneO®
canprovide
provideanalytics,
analytics,processing,
processing, and
and review
review -–the
thecore
core tasks
tasks of
electronic
(Figure 5)
5) –- from
from within
electronic discovery
discovery (Figure
withinaa single
single platform.
platform. This
Thismeans
meansthat
thatonce
oncedata
dataisisreceived
received and
and ingested,
ingested,
there
no need
need for
for an
an additional
additional platform
over
there is
is no
platformor
orprovider
providertotocomplete
completethese
thesekey
keydiscovery
discovery tasks
tasks thus
thus saving
saving clients
clients over
x
50%
ofthe
thetime
timeand
and50%
50%
of the
money
required
for electronic
discovery
when compared
to traditional
whenxcompared
to traditional
offerings.
50% of
of the
money
required
for electronic
discovery
offerings.

Figure
Electronic Discovery
Discovery Reference
Reference Model
Model
Figure 55 –- The
The Electronic

x AnAn
Integrated
Electronic
Discovery
OneO®
Integrated
Electronic
DiscoveryPlatform:
Platform:
OneO®architecture
architectureprovides
providesfor
forintegration
integrationofofelectronic
electronic discovery
discovery
tasks
at the
the application
application level
vs. the
the platform
platform level
your data
data throughout
throughout the
tasks at
level vs.
level and
and leverages
leverages your
the entire
entirediscovery
discovery process
process

(i.e.
collection or
or chain
of custody
custody information
information can
be tracked
tracked throughout
throughout the
is not
not lost
lost due
due to
to
(i.e. collection
chain of
can be
the entire
entire system
system and
and is
lack
of interoperability).
interoperability). First,
lack of
First,this
thismeans
meansthat
thatdata
datatransfer
transferbetween
betweenthe
thekey
keytasks
tasksofofanalytics,
analytics,processing,
processing, and
and
review
within the
platform thus
increasing the
the defensibility
defensibility of
by both
both reducing
reducing the
the risk
of
review occurs
occurs within
the OneO®
OneO® platform
thus increasing
of evidence
evidence by
risk of

potential
providing
potential spoliation
spoliation that
thatcan
can occur
occur when
when transferring
transferring data
data between
between platforms
platformsand/or
and/orservice
service providers
providers and
and providing
a
defensible process.
process. Secondly,
Secondly,this
thisapplication
application level
level integration
fast as
other
a defensible
integrationhelps
helps OneO®
OneO® index
index documents
documents twice
twice as
as fast
as other
xi
leading
solutionsxisubstantially
decreasing
the time
and of
cost
of electronic
leading solutions
- substantially
decreasing
the time
and cost
electronic
discovery.
discovery.

x AnAn
Online
Delivery
Model:
OneO®
is delivered
to clients
viavia
a Software-As-A-Service
that
Online
Delivery
Model:
OneO®
is delivered
to clients
a Software-As-A-ServiceModel
Model(SaaS).
(SaaS). This
This means
means that
there
no additional
additional client-side
or infrastructure
infrastructure investments
to implement
implement and
and maintain
maintain the
the
there is
is no
client-side resource
resource or
investments necessary
necessary to
OneO®
DiscoveryPlatform
Platform–-thus
thusproviding
providing client’s
client’scost
costsavings
savingsfor
fortoday
todayand
andinvestment
investmentprotection
protectionfor
for tomorrow.
tomorrow.
OneO® Discovery
In
the
In addition
addition to
tothe
thecompetitive
competitiveadvantage
advantageofofthe
theOneO®
OneO®Discovery
DiscoveryPlatform,
Platform,Orange
OrangeLegal
Legal Technologies
Technologies also
also has
has the

competitive
experienced and
and proven
proven management
management and
and support
support team
team with
with over
of combined
combined
competitive advantage
advantage of
of having
having an
an experienced
over 156
156 years
years of

expertise
in the
the litigation
litigation support
in the
the industry.
industry.
expertise in
support arena
arena -– making
making itit one
one of
of the
the most
most experienced
experienced teams
teams in
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Contact
Contact
For
more information
information on
Technologies,visit
visit our
our website
website at
at OrangeLT.com,
OrangeLT.com,via
viaemail
emailat
atinfo@orangelt.com,
info@orangelt.com, or
or
For more
onOrange
Orange Legal
Legal Technologies,

via one
one of
of our
our four
four domestic
via
domestic locations.
locations.
Salt
Lake City
City –- HQ
Salt Lake
HQ

Los
Angeles
Los Angeles

San
Francisco
San Francisco

Spokane
Spokane

251
South Floral
Floral Street
Street
251 South
Salt
Lake
City,
UT
84111
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

350
Figueroa, Suite
Suite 199
199
350 S.
S. Figueroa,

98
Battery St.,
250
98 Battery
St., Suite
Suite 250

421
West Riverside
Avenue,
421 West
Riverside Avenue,

Los
Angeles, California
California 90071
90071
Los Angeles,

Suite
319
Suite 319

801-328-4566
telephone
801-328-4566 telephone

213-624-8688
telephone
213-624-8688 telephone

San
Francisco, CA
CA 94111
San Francisco,
94111

415-989-7922
telephone
415-989-7922 telephone

Spokane,
WA 99201
99201
Spokane, WA

509-744-0200
telephone
509-744-0200 telephone
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